Romans 12:2 "...be not conformed to this world: but be transformed by the renewing of your
mind..."
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Imagine 100 people who already have measles. Now imagine a measles vaccine injected into
those 100 people and every case of measles is cured overnight. If science is so advanced,
why isn't this the focus of vaccine research, to reverse disease when it's already present.
What possible benefit could medicine have for claiming to treat, prevent or eliminate disease
before it even exists? Gee, let me think.
Think for a second about the foundations of vaccine mythology. If I received a flu vaccine and
didn't get the flu that year....the vaccine maker, science and medicine all jump out of the
bushes declaring, "You can thank us for that!" Thank you for what? What really happened?
The answer is that nothing happened and that's the problem. The medical system is pointing
toward the most natural function of the body, which is "not getting sick" and then claiming,
"Hey, we did that and now because we did that (which they didn't do) everyone must buy our
vaccines." Claiming responsibility for something that doesn't happen, is the con job of all con
jobs.
If I pick up a coffee at the drive-thru and drive from the coffee shop to my place of work and
arrive disease free, the coffee shop owner could literally claim that it was the coffee that made
me arrive disease free....yet we all know that claim is irrational and illogical. That's literally the
same claim vaccine mythology is making. Making a claim for something that didn't happen, as
opposed to making a claim for something that did happen. They're not reversing existing
disease, in a display of advanced scientific knowledge.
All science is doing is injecting you with documented toxins and when you don't get the exact
disease that the vaccine was named after, science stands back and says, "Hey, that was us,
we did that, you didn't get sick because of us.... you need us, everyone needs us." It's like a
lunatic standing in the middle of a town square and declaring that it was he alone that made
sure the sun didn't crash into the earth today and because of this magic act (which can never
be proven or even dis-proven) everyone owes him $10.
Are we really to believe that a person like myself who drinks no alcohol, does no drugs, goes
to bed at 10:30 every night, eats only organic food, exercises daily......will only avoid disease if
I take a vaccine full of known poisons? No greater pile of lie-arhia may exist yet billions are
falling for this con because they've had their ability to think logically surgically removed by
the same people who are now trying to force poison us and our children. A eugenic agenda
cloaked as science. Eugenics disguised as health care.
Inversely when a vaccine full of poison, does what poison does, and poisons a patient,
making them more ill, the medical field stands back declaring, "Hey that wasn't me. Nothing to
see here. Better luck next time. Bad genes, bad timing, bad luck. All your fault. Carry on." It's
hard to know which idea is more asinine or moronic, really. This "it wasn't me attitude" (a
known trait of how a child reacts when they're caught red handed) goes as far as even
denying listed vaccine side effects. For example, death is listed as a side effect of a flu

vaccine but if the flu shot kills a child (and it sometimes does, that's why it's a listed side
effect) the medical professionals will still declare that the death had nothing to do with the
vaccine.
Death as a listed side effect, vaccine kills a child, still not the vaccine. Happening every day
across the world. That's how wide and deep this mountain of lie-ahria is and how much we're
programmed to look the other way, in regards to ideas that don't make any sense just because
we're programmed to believe that no one in a white lab coat would ever lie to us. That one
belief has caused unmeasurable pain for billions.
What most people don't know is that no vaccine trial in history has vaccinated a test subject
and exposed that person to the target virus, and compared that result to an unvaccinated
person. That's never been done. So how does science know that a vaccinated person is more
immune to disease than an unvaccinated person? They don't because those studies don't
exist.
Go ahead, ask your doctor for 1 study where a vaccinated person was exposed to the same
environment as an unvaccianted person, proving that the vaccinated person was more
immune to disease. You'll be waiting a while because that study has never been done.
You're free to awaken at anytime. -Jason Christoff

